The first Dorset section VMCC virtual club night
Dear friends.
Through no fault of our own we have been denied the pleasure of
meeting up, chatting, riding our bikes together and generally being
part of the best VMCC section ever. Your committee thought it might
be fun to send out a newsletter during these difficult (and hopefully
very temporary) times until we can gather again. If you would like to
share any stories, memories, photographs and suchlike, we’d be
delighted to compile more virtual club nights for us all to read. It’s
really important that we look out for each other and stay in touch.
You may not know this but I’ve been writing a monthly column in
Classic Bike Guide for over five years and tested motorcycles for
articles published each year in national magazines for over a decade.
To kick us off I’ve reproduced one of my earlier columns; 800 words
on crash helmets- not as easy as you might think! Enjoy.

Crash test dummy (originally published CBG October 2017)
Being of such tender years, I never had the dubious pleasure of riding the
Queen’s highways on my motorcycle without the legal requirement of a
crash helmet in place. Not for me the unconstrained joy of a gentle summer
breeze rippling my flowing, blonde highlighted and gently-permed locks
(Status Quo’s Rick Parfitt had many crimes to answer for, including fashioncorruption of the youth of 1970’s broken Britain). Nope, for me the first
experiences of a life on two wheels were spent encased within a royal blue
Project 7 with matching blue tinted visor. When I removed the helmet my
colour perception had been so altered that red buses looked green, but that’s
a different story for another time.
Adding a posh new helmet to the HP on a bigger bike was little more than a
rite of passage and I discarded the blue monstrosity aside without a second
thought. I think the next was a full face Premier in metallic bronze with
pinstripes, but I already had my eye on an American Bell Star – just like
Kenny’s. So began my lifelong obsession with crash helmets, I must
currently own eight and yet still seek the perfect bone dome. As I’ve found
out, like the absurd concept of ‘just the one motorcycle’, that single perfect
crash helmet remains as elusive as the quark.
There have been lots of full-face helmets, of course. When young, the need to
go everywhere at maximum speed was paramount and to do that I needed

to emulate my racing heroes; after all, you never saw Kenny in a pudding
basin Everoak. I’ve owned dozens, perhaps even hundreds, over the years.
From the iconic, but oh so uncomfortable Bell Star, via ‘Star Wars’ designs
that render the view of the road ahead akin to looking through a letterbox;
even venturing into the custom fit end of the market, paying way over the
odds to watch a chap hand-carve pieces of polystyrene and ending up with
something indistinguishable from a dull-but-worthy helmet available off the
shelf.
Full-face helmets started off heavy and extremely flawed. Hand-laid
glassfibre weighs a great deal and as a consequence, the lining and visor
were often made as thin as possible to offset this mass. The resultant helmet
usually fitted me like a saucepan, steamed up in three seconds and left me
shouting for the rest of the evening. As they’ve evolved the shells have
become much lighter, allowing the designers to fit such ‘essentials’ as air
vents, flip-down sun visors and Bluetooth adaptors. The resultant of all this
technological wonder is a crash helmet that weighs pretty much the same as
my earliest hats, but allows me to pretend I’m in a car using sun visors and
talking on my hands-free telephone. Quite why I’d ever want to speak to
other people when I’m out on my bike is another question entirely, I ride to
get away from all that.
Why didn’t anyone ever
make a no-frills helmet
using the lightest materials
possible? I’d buy that.
Turns out they did and I
bought one. About nine
years ago BMW briefly
advertised a carbon fibre
helmet tied like a balloon
on a piece of string to the
bars of a…BMW. Who’d
have thought? ‘The lightest
helmet EVER MADE’ they
crowed. It is. They omitted
the ‘most unaffordable helmet ever made’ bit, but somehow, I found a way,
possibly adding it to the HP of a new BMW. Here at last was the answer to all
my problems. It weighed next to nothing, sported no sliding air vents or
double visors and looked a million dollars (disturbingly close to its price). I
pulled it on, it was like wearing a sable hat, I slid my glasses onto my….what?
wait, my specs wont go on due to the closeness of the fit. Undeterred, I
popped in some contact lenses; at last, I was ready.
For all its comfort, coolness and safety I might as well have been wearing a
colander, such was the wind noise. Using earplugs made no discernable
difference, it was that loud. I called BMW, who told me it was really a racing
concept and in order to reduce the weight to a minimum the little air vents
were left off, allowing the holes to whistle down the wind. In fairness, they

sent me a top of the line flip up with their compliments to use as an everyday
hat, keeping the carbon fibre one for special occasions. I still have and
occasionally put it on when watching Moto GP racing on the telly, I can hear
everything perfectly.

I’ve also heard from Ray and Linda, who’ve enjoyed rather more of an
adventure than they’d anticipated when they went off in their
motorhome:
We were in Valencia Spain with our daughter who had flown in for Linda's birthday.
When it was announced Spain was going into lock down. Joanne managed to get a
flight back home and we took the train back to the campsite for the motor home. As
the campsite was shutting down we packed the van and started our journey home. To
avoid main border crossings we went through central Spain and over the pyrenees into
France. By then France was starting lock down no cafes bars little food in
shops. Fortunately fuel was not a problem. Our ferry ticket was not until the end of
the month and we could not get any other sailing. Joanne manged to get us a flexi
ticket for the euro tunnel at a price! At the terminal it was chaos with 100's of lorries
and camper vans waiting to cross. Our flexi ticket allowed us to be put on the first
available crossing just as France was placing very restricted movement of vehicles. It
took us 2 days and 1,200 miles to get back home. We are now self isolating. Its great
to be back looking forward to riding the bikes! when we are allowed.

Crikey!
Peter Miller has the following news:
1) Re. New Years Day Run. Although there is a plan for pre-entered vehicles only, I
am informed by the new organiser/s that this will not apply to the vintage
motorbikes. The parking arrangements this time worked well (outside the Poets
Corner Café) so there is no need to change things, pre-booking would not achieve
anything. The concern for pre-booking is related to vehicles that need to park in the
main carpark and the smaller carparks (Streeters, Hansons etc).
2) Two years ago I was asked to organise a vintage & classic car display at the
Gillingham & Shaftesbury Agricultural Show to fill space where new car dealers had
pulled out and we had a display that year and last year. I have just been asked again
to organise a display for this year (August 19th), subject to coronavirus, and would
like to include a display of vintage bikes. Would your group be interested or maybe
bikes from 2/3 local groups? I would be looking for 25 bikes, the riders would have
free entry to the show and possibly be asked to take part in an arena display. I would
need names and addresses of interested owners so that I could send them entry
passes but if the weather is bad on the day they would not be expected to turn up (no
free entry without a pass). The ticket price on the day is £17.
The Motcombe Showground does hold other vehicle events but has only had old cars
at the Agricultural Show in 2018 and 2019.

Paul W and I have had several meetings about the GIANTS run and its
looking ever more likely that we will have to move it to late August,
more news to follow. Some of
these meetings were conducted
at a safe distance over takeaway
coffees and cake from Thyme
after time. If you are able to
support these great local
businesses who not only do
takeaways but deliver cooked
meals, then please do so, we’ll
need them after the crisis passes.

This current crisis, like all things,
WILL pass. Use the time wisely and
tidy your workshop, finish off that
project or get that bike ready for
when our meetings resume. Don’t
forget to send in anything you
think might be interesting and I
can pop it in a future newsletter.
Finally, hoarding motorcycles is
fine but - don’t use all the paper!
Stay well and keep safe
Paul Miles
Ps/and looking on the bright side, at least I’m not nagging you to buy raffle tickets!

